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• Uses an average dose rate of approximately 2 Gy/min

• Full curative potential limited by dose dependence
 Due to normal tissue toxicity
 Permanent damage from radiation-induced side 

effects are a major concern, especially when 
critical organs are irradiated

 Balancing tumor-killing ability and radiation-
induced side effects to normal tissue is key.

• Beam customization accounts for this
 Fractionation
 Shaping

 Cu
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A Quick FYI: About Dose (Gy)
Def: energy absorbed from ionizing radiation
Units: 1 Gy = 100 rads = 1 J/ kg

Background Conventional Radiation Therapy



In Contrast with Conventional RT

• Delivered in short, high dose pulses

• Much higher dose rate of >100 Gy/s

• Preclinical data (with the first clinical study in 2019) 
states that FLASH-RT achieves the same amount of 
tumor killing with better normal tissue protection
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Background FLASH Radiation Therapy



• Cancerous tissue is originally hypoxic (lacking in oxygen), while normal tissue is well-supplied with 
oxygen.

• High dose rate delivery causes oxygen depletion and transient hypoxia in healthy tissue.
 This raises the healthy tissue’s tolerance to radiation, resulting in a protective effect.
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It is theorized that FLASH-RT takes advantage of differing oxygen 
levels between cancerous and normal tissue.

Background Behind the FLASH Effect



superFLASH is a term used at RARAF (not popularly used, yet!) to describe ultra high electron dose rates 
 Significantly higher dose rate than typical FLASH
 Uses the 6 MV photon mode with a retracted target 
 Instantaneous dose rates can reach up to 30 MGy/s

• Limited dosimetry methods
 Advanced Markus ion chamber saturates at 0.5 Gy/pulse
 Radiochromic film is the most reliable, but it can’t be used in real-time, or reused. 
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Essentially, we lack a real-time beam monitor for superFLASH mode.

Background About ‘superFLASH’ Mode



Pulse-Transformer-Type Pickup Detector

• Coil wound on magnetic core, connected to shunt resistor 
(beam passes through the center of the coil), coupled with 
amplifier

• Non-uniform pulse shape

• Lots of ringing
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PMT Coupled Scintillator

• Ran into oversaturation issue

Ideal Unipolar Pulse        vs Pickup Detector         vs         FOCR System

Background Prior Alternative Dosimetry Attempts



• When energetic charged particles enter the core of an optical 
fiber, a Cherenkov signal is emitted.

• Traditional optical dosimetry seeks to factor this signal out in 
order to read delivered dose in tissue.
 With photon/proton beams, FOCR due to Compton 

electrons is a massive source of noise. 

Our FLASH irradiator is an electron beam, which means we could
potentially take advantage of FOCR. 
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The Big Question:
What is the feasibility of using a FOCR system as a real-time 
beam monitor at superFLASH dose rates?

Background Fiber Optic Cherenkov* Radiation
Looking at the Basis for my FOCR System idea
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• Modified decommissioned Varian Clinac 2100C
• Discarded bed and disabled gantry rotation for 

ease of access
• Uses multi-channel analyzer (MCA) to display 

signal from built in ion chamber
 Saturates in superFLASH

About superFLASH Mode
• Uses 6 MV photon mode with a retracted target to 

produce ultra high dose rate electrons
• Average pulse width of 5 microseconds

Garty, et al. (2021)

Methods RARAF’s Modified Varian Clinac
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• Cherenkov emission
 More prominent in the <500 nm range
 Heavily correlated with length of irradiated fiber optic

• High OH or solarization resistant fibers are preferable, coupled with 
the appropriate photodetector

• Solid water (polystyrene) is used to lessen dose loss
 Dose is lower and not always reproducible near a solid/gas 

boundary, due to secondary electron scattering into air

A Quick FYI: High OH         OH = Hydroxyl ion (OH
_
)

Def. Absorption in optical fibers of EM waves
Higher OH = Less attenuation at low wavelengths

Methods FOCR System Characteristics
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Materials Used:
• ThorLabs M113L02

 Solarization-Resistant Fiber
 Multimode Step-Index Fiber
 200 μm Plastic Silica Core

• ThorLabs PDA100A  
 Si Switchable Gain Detector
 340 – 1100 nm range
 Set to 50 dB for experiment, as 60 dB gain oversaturated MCA

• Read by digital oscilloscope and multi-channel analyzer
 MCA found to be greater by a constant of ~0.30, but not enough to affect 

trend

Methods FOCR System Materials
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90 cm source-to-surface distance 
(SSD)

Dosage: approx. 2.5 Gy/pulse
Average Pulse Width: 5 μs

Centered at beam crosshairs

Methods Physical Setup
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1. EBT3 film is irradiated (as shown in previous slide)
2. Scanned using EPSOM V700 in transmission mode

• 300 DPI
• Bit depth: 48-bit

3. Red channel was used for dose construction
4. Difference in optical density between irradiated and non-

irradiated film was analyzed using a Matlab script
• Converts scanned film to dose maps
• Generates dose histograms in selected regions

Methods Processing EBT3 Radiochromic Film
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• Wrote a script that calculates the average dose from the 
dose histogram
 Identifies each film in the dose distribution
 Filters out irrelevant data (i.e. data mistakenly taken 

due to detector sensitivity and dose values more than 
3 standard deviations away)

 Can customize to look at only fractions of the film
• Wrote a script that analyzes oscilloscope data in order to 

determine accuracy of MCA
• Linear regression to correlate dose and FOCR output
• Predictive algorithm utilizing first three runs (see later slide)

Output: saved to a .csv file for 
organization and further analysis

Methods Analysis in Python
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• Linear regression in 
Python
 FOCR outputs were 

correlated to their 
corresponding dose

 Then correlated to 
each other

• Discarded 06/29 due to 
different setup

Scripted in Python and then simplified and graphed in Excel – it looks much more organized!

Data and Analysis Variance between Distributions
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• Two series of correlation 
between average dose and 
detector output

• The individual series 
trends predict the average 
dose within 0.15 Gy. 

Data and Analysis Variance between Distributions

For each outlier series, average dose is higher than predicted 
by the FOCR trend.
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• Gain set to 40 dB
 Normalized to fit 50 

dB scaling
• Less distinctive pulse 

height
 Harder to calculate 

maximum dose on 
FOCR end

 Switched back to 50 
dB scaling

Data and Analysis Variance between Distributions
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• Two series of correlation 
between average dose and 
detector output

• I scripted a Python 
predictive algorithm (using 
prior runs as training data) 
 Correctly predicts 

dose only 65% of the 
time

 So there’s something
we’re not seeing!

Data and Analysis Variance between Distributions
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A Single Series
• Allows us to create a 

baseline for the 
correlation

Data and Analysis First Successful Trial Run
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Outliers
• Consistently 0.45 Gy higher than FOCR 

prediction
• Occur consecutively

Overall Trend
• Varying change from day-to-day
• Simpler explanation: there are near 

identical slopes with varying intercepts
• Points to some systematic error being 

overlooked

Data and Analysis Consistency of Outliers
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Data and Analysis Variance of Dose
(due to lack of beam reproducibility)

A simple set of graphs to show that the beam itself also varies in dosage across pulses.
It’s not very stable due to the nature of our superFLASH production.
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(due to lack of beam reproducibility)
Data and Analysis Variance of Dose

Because we ‘trick’ our Clinac into delivering these high dose rate electrons, we’re 
pushing the electron gun to its limits – this can explain some uneven data.
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Fiber Optic Setup N/A: Fiber optic degradation begins after a large (kGy-scale) accumulated 
dose, which we didn’t have.

Radiochromic Film Lack of Information
• Correlation between dose and EBT3 film has only been studied up to 0.84 

Gy / 4 μs pulse, compared to our ~2.5 Gy / 5 μs pulse
• Shouldn’t make much difference, but oversaturation could be possible
• Film-dose calibration curve could be different at higher dose rates

Clinac Variables Most probable
• Scaling at superFLASH dose rates could make otherwise innocuous 

changes have extreme effects

The Nature of our superFLASH Mode (as discussed earlier)
• Pushes the electron gun to its limits
• This can result in uneven scaling or instability of beam

Discussion Possible External Factors



Discussion Possible External Factors
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Clinac Variables Variance in Beam Width
• Could cause the change over both days and pulses
• Wouldn’t be shown on the film due to its small size
• Explains the large amount of average dose

measurements >3 sigma away

Space-Charge Effect
• Fast electrons can limit the further emission 

of electrons from the surface
• Usually occurs with multiple pulses
• Can also cause spreading of beam

Temperature Variation
• Standard FLASH dosage varies with temperature
• has only been measured over a year, not daily temperature fluctuations



Conclusion

Does the FOCR system work?
Our last successful trial run proves that it 
does work when conditions in the 
accelerator hall line up. 

Unresolved Issues
Though we had a successful trial run, 
there’s a non-obvious variable that needs 
to be accounted for before we can 
reproducibly monitor superFLASH mode 
experiments.

Once you fix that, what’s next?
We can start studying the inner workings of 
the Clinac to boost reproducibility of the 
beam. 

One last thing: Why is this important?
Researching superFLASH dose rates allows 
us to study the upper limits of the FLASH 
effect. 
The FLASH effect, if we can find a way to 
take advantage of it, could revolutionize 
radiotherapy – especially for tumors near 
critical organs.
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